
































































Below is most of the photographic evidence of the use of the easement and a portion of the 1968 parcel 
to the south of the barn. There is code enforcement “research”. Lots of the photos are from iPhones, 
spaced a year apart. I’ve tried to call out some physical attributes in the photos to demonstrate the 
passage of time (usually 1 year between each).  The photos show the structure and continuous nature of 
legally pre-existing non-conforming use by cars of this area. 

 

2014 Code Enforcement Notes: Jeanne Francis: Scott any thoughts about this? Seems pretty clear she 
assessed the 15 year SOL of the gravel structure to the south of the driveway and concluded it had 
existed for at least 15 years. How can she write this note but say to remove the structure at the same 
time? She seems like she was confused. Could you or Kim Sturtevant – since she participated in DRB1 
provide a reason as to why the city suppressed this? Please, for the integrity of your office. Please stop 
ignoring the notes previous city staff that don’t suit your aggressive and antagonistic attempts to end 
non conformities. 

 

  



June 2021:   -The Blue truck remained in this position from around December 2020 until May 2022, 
when I towed it as part of the settlement agreement. The front of the truck is on the rectangular parcel 
from 1968 beyond the easement. 

    

April 2021: Gravel brown structure. Easter Photos. 

 

  



October 2020: This one is not great…but shows how this area collects a lot of leaves and the gravel (not 
lawn) under the leaves. The rear of the truck is backed beyond the easement onto the 1968 rectangular 
parcel of land. 

 

April 2020: This is a still from a video. Gravel between 2 cars visible which corresponds to the gravel in 
the 10/2020 photo with leaves above. 

 



 

April 2019:  The white rain barrel is visible now to collect rain from the barn. And the 6x6 beams. The 
front of the truck is beyond the easement and onto the 1968 rectangular parcel. 

 

 

 

 

 

April 2018: Bathtub still there. lol. Fence color is weathered from 2017 photo. 

 

 

 



 

2018 Ortho: - From 5/21/19 DRB Documentation. Notice the pale green of the surrounding perennial 
lawns from adjacent properties. Notice the green on front lawn of 164 North Willard. Compare the lack 
of green in the gravel structures in to the south of driveway and north of driveway to use as baseline. 

 

April 2017: Also the bathtub from a bathroom remodel that was permitted. Notice the fence is new. 

 



 

April 2016: Winter tires on. Notice the limbed tree is gone. 

 

May 2015: Notice the tree trunk that is limbed. 

 

 

 

 



April 2015: 1) Tree Removal along Dan’s Court.  2) Picture with snow. The snow hadn’t accumulated on 
the gravel yet. The tree truck trailer was backed onto the 1968 parcel to load the chunked logs. 

  

  



November 10 2014:  This is a focus of Jeanne’s photo she provided with her Decision letter. 

 

September 2014: Google Street view showing non green area to south of driveway. 

 

  



May 2014: This one is standing on the gravel to the south of the driveway and pointing camera NNE. The 
car has ropes because it was being used on the SPA structure to remove trees. I only mention because 
there are many vehicle uses on this gravel structure in addition to parking. 

 

 

April 2014: Photo I took to document maintenance of the structure footprint. 

 



 

2013 OrthoPhoto: - Scott this the same 2013 ortho the city has. Just focused on 164 North Willard. 
Gravel to south visible. Notice green perennial lawn in adjacent properties, especially the 158 North 
Willard back yard to south of easement fence. 

 

 

  



March 7, 2013: No gravel has been laid to south of driveway yet. Significantly, the pre-existing gravel 
structure is visible  on both the 2’ strip and easement before the maintenance occurred. Also, please 
notice all the trees that have since been removed which previously obstructed the view. These trees 
provided full privacy between the 158 and 164 North Willard property when leafed.  

 

March 2013 – The gravel maintenance to the south of the driveway has occurred. 

 

 

  



April 2012: Google Street View. Showing gravel to the south of driveway 11 months prior to the 3/7/13 
gravel Maintenance. 

 

2011 Orthophoto: Not Available –I was told the 2011 orthophoto was overexposed and so is not usable. 
That is why it is omitted. In its place, I submit a photo from google maps that show the use of a vehicles 
on the 2’ Strip structure.  Scott, feel free to add orthos here to supplement this data point. 

August 2011 – Car using structure. 8/2011 is during a period of time that Attorney Sturtevant used 
utility usage data that was near zero to make her triplex to duplex discontinuance argument. So for the 
google earth photo to capture an instant of usage during the period of the triplex discontinuance is very 
important to the permanency of the structure for Mr. Leclair.  

 

  



Estimate Spring 2007 – Estimation method explained below. 

 

 

This random photo was taken probably in spring 2007 and was found on Zillow and HomeSource 
webpages prior my purchase of 164 North Willard.  It shows use on the 2’ Gravel Strip Structure. 

I estimate this photo was taken in spring 2007 by:  

 In the upper left on North St, near Dan’s Court the red arrow is pointing at 398 North St. The city 
property database for this property has an entry that a fire occurred on 10/06/2006. 158 North 
Willard also has their deck build which is attributed to 2006. So this photo was most likely taken 
in spring 2007 before the 398 North St. roof was repaired and trees leafed out. Although it could 
have been taken later if the tarp roof lasted for more than a season. 

  



2004 Ortho: Code Enforcement Research not presented to any DRB. “Appears to be materials on south 
side….”. These notes were suppressed by the city as part of their manipulation of evidence to achieve an  

 

2004 Ortho: 

 

  



2004 Ortho: From 5/21/19 DRB Documentation: Notice gravel to the south of the driveway has clear 
contrast to surrounding lawn. The gravel on the easement is plainly visible, but the tree on the 1968 
parcel obscures its ground cover. 

 

 

2000 Ortho: Code Enforcement Notes not presented to any DRB. 

 



 

2000 Ortho: The eastern most car in the photo extends beyond the yellow line representing the 1968 
parcel. 

 

 

1999 Orhto: Code Enforcement Research not presented to any DRB. The note detected the ‘jog’, ie 
structure next to the driveway. “Consistent with 2000 and 2004 GIS.” 

  



1988 Ortho:  Gravel structure and a usage by vehicle to south of driveway is evident 

 

 

Mid 1980s: This photo is from Zeezy and Rabbi Raskin. The Raskin family owned 158 North Willard St in 
the mid-1980s (1985-1988 I believe). This photo is taken from 158 North Willard pointed towards the 
entrance for unit 3 at 164 North Willard. The gravel to the South of the Driveway is visible. Let me know 
if you need the email thread where this was attached for provenance. 

 



From: Luke Purvis <lpurvis78@yahoo.com>  

Sent: Thursday, August 25, 2022 10:52 PM 

To: Scott Gustin <SGustin@burlingtonvt.gov> 

Subject: Fwd: New Round of Permits/ Offer of Compromise 

 
[ WARNING ]: This email was sent from someone outside of the City of Burlington. 

 

Hi Scott, would you mind attaching this email to the permit? I’m having trouble saving it as is to 

attach.  

Thanks, 

Luke 

Sent from my iPad 

 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Luke Purvis <lpurvis78@yahoo.com> 

Date: August 25, 2022 at 10:32:37 PM EDT 

To: jcc@campanellastrings.com 

Cc: Joseph Obuchowski <jobuchowski@btvlaw.com> 

Subject: New Round of Permits/ Offer of Compromise 

Joe, 

Scott Gustin suggested I write to you about a determination regarding the pre existing non 

conforming uses on the easement and the parcel to the south of the barn. The easement portion of 

this determination concerns property you own and I own the portion to the south of the barn.  

 

This letter will be posted to the zoning permit. 

 

As you know, I documented the use of those areas to city enforcement during the investigation of 

your complaint. The 2’ strip was the only part that ended up being enforced. The City left those 

other 2 areas of the SPA incompletely enforced creating tremendous disparity between your 

property and my property. The Motion in Limine confirms an easement use determination is not 

precluded by the 2011 fence permit at your property. Hector Leclair, creator of the easement and 

grantor of the dominant easement rights I purchased signed an affidavit stating the easement’s 

purpose and use included parking. A much more complete history of my property is now 

available than for DRB1. The applicable CDO in the 1980s allows pre existing non conforming 

uses to be enlarged across boundary lines when a single owner owns the adjacent properties like 

Mr. Leclair did.  A pre existing non conforming zoning use is a lawful purpose. 

 

To date, the outcomes of the litigation have diverged significantly from the history of the 

SPA.  Two truths have been undermined. First, the size of easement. Secondly, the date at which 

cars started parking in and using the SPA causing the 2’ strip to be mischaracterized as a bianci 

violation instead of a pre existing non conformity. 

 

I did choose to compromise on the easement size at mediation. However, since then you have 

actively prevented the additional testimony by current and former neighbors desiring to 



participate and correct the record.  Christina and I honestly feel foolish that we chose to 

compromise on the size of the easement given the overwhelming evidence in our favor. Who 

could have predicted a missed deadline and that our act of compromise would not be 

reciprocated. Or that your complaint would generate years more of litigation to suppress the 

testimony of honest and independent neighbors. 

 

We share our neighborhood. I prefer move on and coexist. To do that, we would need a new 

compromise on the easement size and uses covered by “all other lawful purposes”. I’m not sure 

if this is possible any longer. But no matter what outcome I might achieve from here on out, I am 

absolutely unwilling to sacrifice both truths and our shared responsibility for how this has 

unfolded.  

 

To that end, I offer this compromise until withdrawn, only for use to create settlement that 

contributes to the betterment of our neighborhood fabric. I will modify/withdraw my zoning 

permits related to easement parking if the easement is restored to the original size that existed 

when we both purchased.  If you have evidence that supports where you have moved the fence 

then please provide it to help bring this matter to a close. For example, when you had your 

survey, you said you would share it, but never have. I have shared mine and it supports my 

position on this matter. 

 

To have compromised on the easement size, under the duress of your complaint, leaves me 

unable to sacrifice any further. I would be left without either of the truths I have mentioned. I am 

also open to other ideas you may have about how we can reduce the disparity between outcome 

and evidence on this matter if you have a creative solution. 

 

We can coexist within our neighborhood.  I know this can be done through a compromise that 

respects at least one of the core truths I’ve discussed. I offer you your preference. If we are to fail 

at this compromise, the next best way is correct the record and that is why I have initiated this 

new round of zoning permits. 

 

Please let me know if you’d like to discuss further. I will be representing myself on this, but Joe, 

cc’d, is advising. You are welcome to work through him. I look forward to settling these 

remaining matters or seeing the incomplete enforcement process to its finish. 

 

Thanks, 

Luke and Christina 

 



Dear Scott, 

I wanted to send along this additional documentation after thinking about where we stand. I believe you 

consider the Leclair Affidavit potentially as evidence to the contrary and are trying to determine how 

much weight to give this affidavit.  

The goal of letter is to strengthen the connection of Hector’s racing history to the collective. The racing 

history context at the 164 Property is absolutely needed to provide the history of the 2’ strip before the 

easement was created. Any affidavit that discusses gravel on that 2’ strip without including racing 

history at the 164 Property from the 1960s does not document the full zoning history on this strip. 

Racing and car repair are consistent and unifying themes between the 6 affidavits from the collective 

that affirm the gravel on the 2’ strip predated the easement. The Leclair affidavit merely attempted to 

respond to neighbors who were threatening zoning complaints so they could gain land rights. This 

affidavit was only intended to respond to the Cleary complaints that the parking was new, that the 

parking angle was aggressive and that the parking was something I created. Showing the history over 

history of the easement seemed reasonable. We had every expectation that Hector would address any 

additional issues raised by the city. Jeanne Frances rebuked these neighbors for negotiating in this 

manner.   

Please do not enable the delayed reports of zoning complaints to continue to benefit off the aging of the 

elderly. Evidence that was available if reported on time is no longer available. Something which could 

have been addressed by Mr. Leclair, the responsible party, in short order has led to 7 years of sloppy 

work and costly litigation and turned into a he said she said. There is no good reason for people 

responsible for the implementation of zoning to reward delayed reports like this. It is very damaging to 

say it mildly. 

It seems Hector’s personal collection of racing memorabilia is no longer available. That is unfortunate 

because of its direct ties to the zoning questions now arising. Instead, the best available documentation 

is from a website curated by William Ladabouche. This website contains a few images of Hector Leclair 

during his races in the late 1960s and early 1970s as well as commentary from Mr. Ladabouche’s direct 

knowledge. Documentation from this website demonstrates Hector Leclair was actively racing during 

the 1960s and 1970s like the collective affirms.  

This documentation provides necessary context to assess how incomplete an affidavit by Leclair that 

speaks to the creation of the SPA but contains a gap because it does not mention the creation of the 2’ 

strip or discuss the gravel to the south of the barn as they related to racing. This documentation anchors 

the observations of the 6 neighbors from the collective that affirm gravel and a full functioning stock car 

racing garage was occurring at the property in the 1960s, 1970s and well into the 1980s. 

After looking at the documentation below, please reconsider the 1968 Permit Notation under the light 

of Hector asking the city’s permission to work on cars at the 164 Property and those cars were his race 

cars. Racing and car repair is obviously very noticeable within a neighborhood. Hector sought the 

approval of the city Zoning Department at the time junk car repair and increased lot coverage were 

legal. Unfortunately, only the permit notation is left. It is not clear entirely what this notation covered. 

But the Ladabouche content in conjunction with the collective strongly suggests the permit was related 

to racing cars.  



I’ve also taken the time to read ZRB documents in the property folders from 1973 and prior along North 

Willard Street for entries related to vehicles, coverage, multifamily and parking. In the documents that I 

read, that board did not restrict where a car was parked on a property as long as the gravel/use was not 

occurring in a front yard.  (84 North Willard comes to mind) Given that my closest 2 neighbors to the 

north and south have lots with structures used by vehicles within the southern setback of the property, 

my 2’s strip was consistent with my neighbors at the time it was created, during the 1960s when this 

type of structure was legal. 

The first image below is from 1973 of Leclair, his car, his car hauler and 2 mechanics. Andy Costello and 

Carl Kane are two individuals from this 1973 photo who were still associated with Leclair’s race team in 

the 1980s per Phillip Bowler(See 2016 Bowler Affidavit below). Mr. Ladabouche identifies Carl Kane and 

Andy Costello in his commentary about the image and I copy the commentary from the webpage below 

the photo. 

Also, notice the row of car haulers from each race team in the pit. A car hauler/carrier/trailer is 

specifically mentioned by the Lavalley, Hartnett and Demag affidavits which all speak to what was 

happening in the 1960s at the 164 Property.  That 2016 Bowler affidavit also affirms a car hauler stored 

in the 1980s. Mr. Leclair’s hauler from 1973 is partially visible in this photo, the cab is not visible.  

Notice the crew around the car. Demag, Lavalley, Brodeur and Hartnett all specifically mention crew 

visiting and parking at the 164 Property in the 1960s and mechanics working on cars in the barn and 

using the 2’ gravel strip. 

http://catamountstadium.com/WeeklyBlog_Mar2021_PictureWorth1000WordsIV.html 

 

http://catamountstadium.com/WeeklyBlog_Mar2021_PictureWorth1000WordsIV.html


 

Please note the Big Ben Pizza sponsor on the rear quarter panel (The image is bigger from the webpage). 

Big Ben was the pizza place in the former India House building on the corner of East Ave in Burlington 

and was a long term sponsor for Leclair. The below blurb call’s out Ron Barcomb’s backup car, which 

was standard equipment for all teams for these grueling racing circuits. 

 

Below is another photo of Hector’s 59 car identified on Mr. Ladabouche’s website as “Hector Leclaire” 

from likely 1967. Even if the date is off by a year or two, we can all agree this photo and these cars are 

an earlier vintage than shown in the 1973 pit row photo. So, this photo is clearly from prior to 1973. In 

terms of this zoning determination, this photo is from a time when lot coverages where not limited by 

the CDO. Notice another Burlington sponsor “Burl Dry Wall”, with an 862 Burlington phone number.  

http://www.catamountstadium.com/catamount_competition_action_pho.htm 

 

http://www.catamountstadium.com/catamount_competition_action_pho.htm


 

 



Below is another Hector Leclair photo from the website of racing priopr to 1973. The cars are an earlier 

vintage than shown in the 1973 photo. Leclair is in the red car with white stripe where 59 is visible to the 

right. Notice the paint job is different than the 1967 photo, so I guess this a year or two later. 

http://www.catamountstadium.com/Early_Tiger_Competitors.htm#Don%20Turner 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

So, to summarize, in 2016, Phil Bowler provides his first-hand experience and memories of the 164 

Property as a volunteer mechanic in Leclair’s pit crew in the early 1980s and affirms a car hauler off the 

side of the barn and driveway on gravel. In 1973, 10 years earlier, many of the same mechanics from 

Bowlers affidavit were in Hector’s crew. In 1973, Hector owned a car hauler similar to that described by 

Bowler. Car haulers were standard equipment for race teams to transport from the Garage to the race. 

These photos also confirm Mr. Leclair was racing prior to 1973. Leclair would have had a need for a 

http://www.catamountstadium.com/Early_Tiger_Competitors.htm#Don%20Turner


hauler prior to 1973. Hector purchased the 164 property in 1966. This Ladabouche documentation 

corroborates and solidifies the collective testimony that car racing activity and gravel to the south of the 

driveway existed at the 164 Property in the 1960s and 1970s when this type of activity was still legal and 

beyond 

Lets consider what parking plan at the 164 property could have looked like in the 1960s and early 1970s. 

Was there any way to manage all these vehicles entirely in the barn and driveway?  

I think we can agree the barn contained the race car. The other ½ of the barn would have contained the 

welding/ fabrication/ air compressors/ paint station, so this other side of the Garage space would not 

have been used for parking or storage of a junk car. 

The driveway is 24’ wide at its widest, in front of the garage doors.  It quickly begins to taper to a single 

lane as the driveway approaches the house. There is about 30’ of driveway from the barn towards the 

house where 4 cars can park in 2 tandem lanes before the taper turns to a single lane. This tandem type 

of parking would have blocked driveway access to the Garage via the garage doors. I understand a 

typical parking spot is 9 or 10’ wide and about 18’ long.  

These Bullets represent the cars that need to be accounted for in a 1968 parking plan: 

1. The 1968 Permit: 2 Cars 

a. There was a permit to work on cars and junk cars. The notation in the permit log implies 

more than 1 car and junk car was requested and allowed to be worked on.  The plain 

English of this notation allows plural cars and junk cars to be worked on which is a 

minimum of at least 4 cars. But for this discussion, let’s take a conservative estimate of 1 

car and 1 junk for a total of 2 cars associated with this permit.  

2. Duplex Use: 2 Cars. 1 car per unit: 

a. The residential cars from duplex use would not have boxed in the racing cars. One of 

these cars would have been for Leclair’s car for his unit. 

3. The large Car Hauler:  1 vehicle, but uses about as much space as 2 cars tandem parked 

a. Conservative estimates for these vehicles are 18’ of bed, plus 4’ more feet for tires and 

6’ for the cab totaling 28’ long. These are big vehicles, much heavier, longer and wider 

than a car. 

b. These vehicles absolutely require gravel to not create muddy ruts. The Dan’s court catch 

basin is directly uphill of where the car hauler is described to be and would have 

contribute to a wet soft and muddy base if there was no gravel underneath. 

4. Mechanics/ Leclair’s large French Canadian Family  

a. His brother Marcel is frequently called out as a crew member contributor as well as his 

son in law Carl Kane. 

b. The vehicles from mechanics and crew identified by all 4 of the affidavits speaking to the 

1960s. 

 

According to William Ladabouche’s website, the circuits between 1966 and 1973 had between 3 

and 5 distinct races per week of the season and required the teams to have more than 1 car to 

get through the season. For as large as my driveway is, it can’t handle a car hauler, easy access 

in and out of the garage for a competitive race team, cars from the duplex residence, a race car, 

a backup race car and mechanics and family visiting to crew the 59 car. The size of the car hauler 



alone uses ½ of the available tandem parking on the driveway. The hauler’s size, importance for 

transporting the race car, and the need to store it out of the way when not in use create a clear 

reason for additional gravel on the 2’ strip and connecting to a utility area adjacent to the barn. 

This gravel is absolutely reasonable, especially when all your neighbors have their cars within 

their southern setbacks. The conditions documented by Phil Bowler in the 1980s at the 164 

Property all existed in 1973 and were also true in the 1960s. Therefore, the only reasonable 

interpretation for the entirety of the documentation is that gravel on 2’s strip was first laid in 

the 1960s, not in the 1980s. 

  



 

Bowler affidavit from 2016: 

Please notice how Bowler mentions Andy Costello and Carl Kane as crew members, the same 2 people 

that William Ladabouche identified as working on Hector Leclair’s race car in 1973. 

 

 



Dale Lavalley Affidavit: 

 

Gordon Demag Affidavit: 

 

Jim Hartnett Affidavit: 

 

Elaine Brodeur Affidavit: 
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Purvis, Luke

To: Christina Lauterbach; lpurvis78@yahoo.com
Subject: RE: Scott Reply x2

 
Scott, 
 
Below is my response, Would a phone conversation be helpful so I can clarify my thinking, outlined below,  as to why the 
Leclair affidavit does not contradict other testimony and to explain how the Cleary’s affidavit does not demonstrate that 
the gravel on the 2’ strip was newly created.  
 
 

1. First, a quick matter of clarification. When you use “SPA” within this permit, like “as to how long the SPA has 
been in place”, I’m not clear what we are talking about. In the context of this permit, I assume SPA is 
synonymous with ‘2’ Strip’ and does not include the easement area owned by 158 North Willard. Is it fair to say 
this? 

 
2. Secondly, as part of this determination are you questioning the 15 year SOL of the 2’ strip strip structure that 

was part of the original Cleary Complaint? Please see below where Cleary marked the expansion of the structure 
as an alleged zoning violation. Jeanne’s research documented the 15 year existence of this structure. Are you 
reopening this issue? Or are just looking at if the gravel structure was discontinued since? It is my opinion this 
matter was already investigated, that is finaled by Jeanes’s decision and the 2015 DRB which says the “Violation 
complain was unfounded”. Please notice in the alleged violation discrete category box directly below, the 
selection of “Expansion of Parking area without an approved zoning permit”.  Please help me understand where 
this topic stands today. 
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In regards to the Leclair 8/2/14 Affidavit: 

I was going to include the Leclair affidavit but chose not to because it focused on SPA easement instead of the 
original 2’s strip for which this determination seeks to address. Please allow me to explain why it was written to 
entirely focus on the easement of the SPA and not the 2’ strip.  
 This affidavit was written before the scope of the city investigation was made clear. Without knowing how to 

respond to the investigation, this affidavit is focused on the easement as that is what Mr. Cleary was so 
concerned about in conversations which had begun in April 2013. There was no expectation that the gravel on 
the 2’ strip that was plainly visible throughout many online images had changed or been created in a way that 
might be an enforceable zoning violation. Mr. Cleary had asked us to park on the NPA during this time because 
the use of the easement impactful which is why this document also focusses on the NPA history. It was shortly 
after signing this affidavit that Mr. Leclair got sick and was no longer able to participate, especially to respond to 
additional elements raised as the City Investigation progressed and expanded. 

 Please see Christina and my affidavit where we viewed black and white historical racing photos at 164 North 
Willard where the gravel on the 2’ strip was visible. It must be noted that these photos that we saw are why we 
continue to request a reasonable hearing on this matter that the 2’ strip is legally pre-existing non-conforming 
and we are not relying on Hector’s testimony for the inception of the 2’ strip. (Luke’s Affidavit – Bullet #5, 
Christina’s affidavit Bullet #5) 

 If you believe the collective timeline predates, 1973, then I think it is also reasonable to believe the 2’ strip 
structure also existed at the time the easement was created in 1983.   

 This 2’ strip is what allowed access to the gravel adjacent to the barn transferred from 158 to 164 North Willard 
and described in the affidavits speaking to the 1960s. 
 

Re: “Info from the Cleary affidavit contradicts other documentation as to how long the SPA has been in place” 
I don’t see a Cleary affidavit attached to the zoning permit. Can you be specific as to which one? I had trouble 
determining where in the Cleary Statements that are attached to the permit the 2’ strip structure is alleged to not 
exist prior to the maintenance in March 2013. 

 
1. This is from an email from Joe to me regarding a survey he had about the easement size which as you know is a 

major contributor to the disagreement. Please look for “Still, I don’t really have a problem with the current 
triangle of gravel which is partially on the ROW….”. This is an email excerpt from 5/19/2014, and I’m happy to 
send the entire email if needed.  

 
2. The gravel maintenance in March 2013 and a July 2014 video are two pieces of evidence that demonstrate no 

discontinuance period of at least 1 year occurred during the Cleary Complaint regarding the 2’ strip. The Cleary 
Complaint is specific to July 2012 – May 2014. 

a. August 2011 – The gravel is being used by a vehicle according to a Google image. 
b. April 2012 – The gravel is visible from the street according to a Google image. 
c.  In March 2013, Hector performed gravel maintenance to the 2’ strip area. Directly above in Point 1, 

Cleary describes as “the current triangle of gravel which is partially on the ROW” as to where the 
maintenance occurred.  Section 5.3.5(A) must be applied to the 2’ strip that was maintained in March 
2013. 
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d. On July 28th 2013, I have video that has never been presented to the City of my blue Ford Escort using 
this 2’ strip. I will send this video. 

e. Complaint ends in May 2014. 
f. There is no period of more than 1 year within the complaint period where this strip was not used or 

maintained. 
3. There are a great many affidavits that describe the 2’ strip structure existing prior to and after March 2013. 

There are many pictures predating March 2013 that show this gravel did exist prior to Mr Leclair ‘Creating’ this 
gravel parking area as described by Cleary. No white marble chips were laid in the 2’ strip in contradicting the 
Clearly complaint which describes the white marble chips in the illegal lot. White gravel was only laid in the NPA. 
Most significantly are April 2012 which shows gravel and August 2011 which shows parking. The footprint of the 
gravel maintenance performed in March 2013 in the 2’ strip looks identical to the many photos of the historical 
footprint. 

4. Why did Cleary did not report the gravel structure for 19 months after he witnessed Hector maintaining it and 
decide to complain about a use primarily? 

5. Excerpt from 6/27/2013 email from Cleary to Purvis. Cleary is describing why he is withholding his complaint. 
Cleary asks that I not speak of his complaints to Hector and asks that I sign a MOU to limit the easement which I 
declined. Cleary finally says if we can resolve their concerns (boundary size/ orientation of parking/ #of cars 
using the structure) they won’t involve code enforcement which I took as a threat. I can supply this entire thing 
if needed. T 

 
 

6. Why didn’t Jeanne issue a notice of Violation if there were any problems related to a structure?  
7. Directly below is email from Cleary to Purvis on 7/30/2013. Christina and I had already lived at 164 North Willard 

for 2 weeks, had painted the barn, moved in with moving trucks and then Cleary sends this email uncertain if he 
has new neighbors. How can Cleary not know if he has new neighbors but be certain no cars parked in the SPA? 

 
8. Below is a picture from the 158 North Willard Listing in 2012 that shows the vegetation obscured views of the gravel 

the 2’ strip on 164 North Willard from within 158 North Willard. The SPA would be directly below the trees on left 
edge of this image. This image represents well the dense vegetation during the vegetative months until spring 2014 
when Cleary started clearing the obscuring trees and vegetation. Was the SPA actually visible to the Cleary’s when 
trees were leafed? 
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9. This is an excerpt from an email that Cleary sent to Purvis on 6/2/2014. I can provide the entire email if 

requested. Please note In paragraph 1 and 2 how Cleary tries to limit usage from 2 to 1 vehicle. In paragraph 1, 
he demands I must accept his boundary line adjustment, a string he wanted to put up to show me how his 
interpretation of the size of the easement was different than the existing size defined by a fence line, tree line, 
and an earlier metal fence post embedded in a tree. The last paragraph Cleary ties the boundary line adjustment 
to “No Code Enforcement” which was a threatening tactic he’d be using for about a year. 

 
10. Jeanne’s Assessment: -A dispute over boundary lines specific to an easement. Jeanne Frances told us that 

neighbors cannot threaten code enforcement actions to gain private land rights. 
 

11. This is an email from Jeanne to Joe where she asks “what changed in May 2014”. Cleary responds “The only 
thing that changed was the parking.” The Gravel was laid in March 2013 and not May of 2014. So this shows the 
gravel on the 2’ strip was not actually an issue for Cleary at the time. The parking was the issue. 
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12. Below is an email from Cleary to Frances where Cleary asks for help preventing cars from accessing the 

easement to park. In the last paragraph, Cleary is agreeable to using the 2’ strip as long as the parking is “more 
or less parallel to the driveway”. This is consistent with bullet #1 where Cleary describes the triangular gravel 
partially on the ROW that he does not have a problem with. 
 
Why in the final paragraph would Mr. Cleary be amenable to 1 car parallel to the driveway on a structure he 
alleged to be newly created and had never previously been used by cars? Only once Cleary understood that he 
could not enforce his arbitrary limit of 1 parallel car to the driveway did he begin to say parking in this area was 
discontinued.   
 

 
13. Cleary contradicting himself according to Jeanne’s documentation in the AMANDA system. How can a 

complainer say this and remain credible especially after Jeanne categorization of this issue arising from a 



6

neighbor dispute over boundary lines? 

 
 

14. More Cleary contradictions on parking. See 9/23/2015 Cleary affidavits where they claim there was no parking 
on either side of the driveway but must have forgotten a photo they previously had submitted showing Mr. 
Leclair parking on gravel in March 2013. 
 

a.  
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b.  
 
 



 Requests: 
 1)  Determine     the     use     by     cars     including     parking,     and     turning     around     on     an     easment     and     a 

 small     portion     of     a     parcel     to     the     south     of     the     barn     constitutes     a     pre     existing     non 
 conforming     use     that     has     not     continuously     ceased     for     more     than     1     year.     Further, 
 determine     that     no     portion     of     the     earlier     decisions     or     litigation     controls     use     resumption     on 
 the     easement     or     to     the     south     of     the     barn.     As     previously     communicated     to     city     staff,     I 
 would     like     to     now     resume     legal     pre     existing     uses     in     those     areas.     Please     see     the     site 
 plan  1  where     the     red     indicates     as     built     lot     coverage     in     the     form     of     compacted     gravel. 

 2)  If     Request     1     is     affirmed,     should     the     Soutehrn     Parking     Area     (SPA),     pre     existing     non 
 conforming     use     be     considered     as     its     entirety     in     addition     to     as     its     parts? 

 3)  Require     that     the     site     plan     that     I     submitted     in     ZP21-275     to     be     included     in     the     conditions     of 
 approval     to     install     a     fence.     Site     Plans     are     required     for     zoning     permit     approval     and     the 
 conditions     of     approval     currently     does     not     contain     the     site     plan     I     submitted. 

 Why     are     we     here: 
 One     primary     reason     for     this     application     is     to     reconcile     and     integrate     related     provisions     from     prior 
 and     inconsistent     self-contradicting     decisions     to     a     settlement     recently     signed      which     will     provide 
 uniformity     of     zoning     application     to     contiguous     property     and     result     in     the     fair     and     equal     application 
 of     the     CDO     to     the     two     properties     under     this     application. 

 In     May     of     2022,     I     signed     a     settlement  2  agreement     with     the     City     after     working     directly     with     then 
 Head     City     Attorney     Dan     Richardson.     It     was     a     pleasure     to     work     with     Dan,     even     even     after     8 
 years     of     overly     aggressive     city     enforcement     and     litigation     arising     from     a     missrepresentation     of 
 the     evidence     by     a     city     investigator     in     conjunction     with     miss     application     of     the     ordinance     by 
 Director     of     Litigation     Kim     Sturtevant. 

 Dan     was     reasonable.     He     was     fair     where     he     was     able     to     be.     We     found     room     for     compromise.     We 
 identified     that     the     settlement     was     unable     to     address     all     remaining     issues     including     those     on     the 
 easement.     Amongst     other     things,     this     settlement     was     supposed     to     lead     to     an     approved     site     plan 
 for     my     property     and     approve     a     fence     permit.     As     required     by     the     settlement     for     approval     of     the 
 fence     permit,     I     submitted     a     document     clearly     labelled     “site     plan”.     By     not     using     my     submitted     site 
 plan,     Mr     Gustin’s     administration     of     the     permits     has     demonstrated     the     city     intends     to     raise     those 
 issues     which     Attorney     Richardson     and     I     agreed     the     settlement     could     not     address. 

 Over     the     past     7     years,     I     have     been     negatively     impacted     time     and     time     again     by     missapplication 
 of     the     ordinance,     withholding     of     relevant     evidence,     miss     represention     of     evidence,     lost     permit 
 records     later     found     on     the     Zoning     Director’s     own     office     shelves,     poor     quality     work     product     by 
 city     staff     and     an     attempt     to     be     held     responsible     for     a     permit     that     I     was     not     party     to.     This     request 
 will     reconcile     the     remaining     issues     so     the     recent     settlement     can     be     more     fully     integrated     in     single 
 fair     and     uniform     decision. 

 Background 

 2  See     Atachment     2     -     Settlement     Agreement     -     This     is     the     Most     Recent     Settlement     Agreement 
 1  See     Atachment     1     -     Site     Plan     -     This     is     the     site     plan     for     the     application.     The     red     indicates     as     built     coverage. 



 A     neighbor     dispute     about     size     and     use     of     the     easement     has     sparked     8     years     of     litigation.     I’ve 
 emailed     this     neighbor     recently     in     continued     attempt     to     find     global     settlement.     I     offered     to     entirely 
 withdraw     claims     of     the     non     conforming     use     in     exchange     to     return     the     easement     to     its     original 
 size.     I’ve     asked     this     neighbor     to     please     share     the     evidence     that     gave     them     reason     to     change     the 
 size     of     the     easement     in     the     middle     of     the     zoning     complaint     that     they     intitiated     while     I     was     out     of 
 town     over     a     Christmas     Holiday.     This     neighbor     did     not     respond. 

 I     have     not     seen     any     evidence     that     supported     the     change     in     easement     size.     This     neighbor     has 
 bound     buyers     remorse     regarding     their     serviant     private     land     rights     on     an     easment     to     their 
 scattershot     zoning     complaint.     This     has     allowed     them     to     leverage     a     complaint     putting     their 
 neighbor     under     duress     of     zoning     enformcement     to     gain     private     land     rights     they     ought     not 
 possess.     Seeing     and     understanding     the     reason     behind     their     actions     would     greatly     contribute     to 
 understanding     and     aiding     in     resolution     for     my     family     in     this     dispute.      Our     families     share     this 
 neighborhood.     If     one     neighbor     feels     entitled     to     take     more     than     their     fair     share,     their     actions 
 demonstrate     that     their     desires     and     interestes     are     more     important     than     the     public     trust     in     fair     and 
 uniform     zoning     enforcement.     By     dismissing     accountability     for     their     miss     representations     of     the 
 easement     size     and     now     opportunity     for     reasonable     compromise,     the     recourse     I     have     is     to 
 correct     the     record     through     this     application. 

 Perhaps     the     most     significantly     damaging     error     made     by     the     city     during     the     8     years     of     litigation     is 
 the     city’s     insistence     that     my     private     land     rights     could     be     diminished     on     the     easement     due     to     a 
 historical     zoning     permit  3  neither     I     nore     my     predecessors     in     title     were     party     to.     The     Environmental 
 Court     has     found     the     the     City     erred     on     this     position.  4  It     is     illegal     for     the     city     to     attempt     to     limit     my 
 private     land     rights     using     finality     from     that     zoning     permit.     The     zoning     permit     characterized     the 
 easement     as     green     space,     for     the     purposes     of     achieving     lot     coverage     offset     to     gain     approval     for 
 an     unpermitted     deck     installed     in     violation     to     lot     coverage.      I     am     not     sure     why     this     plan     was 
 approved     because     there     is     a     car     parking     on     the     easment     concurrent  5  to     the     permit     approval. 
 Google’s     street     view     is     a     common     resource     for     Planners     and     google     universally     shows     the     SPA 
 parking     area.     Of     note,     this     plan     also     permitted     a     fence     installation     that     entirely     excluded     158 
 North     Willard     owners     from     accessing     the     easement. 

 By     not     being     party     to     this     permit,     my     property     was     unable     to     represent     our     private,     enlarged,     pre 
 existing     non     conforming     land     rights     and     prevent     this     negatively     impactful     and     ultimately 
 unecessary     City     position     from     polluting     all     subsequent     decisions     arising     from     the     Complaint. 

 The     reason     this     aggressive     litigation     is     so     damaging     is     because,     there     is     actually     an     addendum 
 to     the     CDO     that     allows     uses     to     be     enlarged     across     boundary     lines,     like     occurred     with     the     SPA 
 use.     The     SPA     represents     a     single     non     conforming     use.     Yet,     on     my     side     of     the     boundary,     the     use 
 has     been     treated     like     a     violation.     On     the     complaining     adjacent     neighbor     side,     the     use     has  not 
 been     treated     like     a     violation.     The     city     has     insisted     I     remove     gravel     on     my     side     of     the     boundary 
 with     details     like     depth     of     removal,     top     soil     specifications     etc.     Yet     the     gravel     past     the     imaginary 

 5  See     Attachment     5     -     Specifically     the     Aug     2011     Car     on     SPA     and     easement 
 4  See     Attachemnt     4     -     Order     for     Motion     in     Limine 
 3  See     Attachment     3,     158     Fence     and     Deck     Permit 



 boundary     line     on     my     neighbors     side     of     the     property     is     not     enforced.     Inequity     like     this     is     a     public 
 concern     which     requires     articulation     and     visibility     to     minimize     and     prevent     harm,     not     only     to     my 
 family     but     to     future     residents     that     may     purchase     a     similar     property.     To     fairly     enforce     the 
 ordinance,     this     example     should     demonstrate     why     it     is     important     to     enforce     the     entirety     and     not 
 just     a     single     piece     of     a     non     conformity.     I     do     not     prefer     to     spend     my     time     writing     briefs     for     never 
 ending     piece     meal     litigation.     Because     the     settlement     with     Dan     Richardson     intends     that     I     shall 
 finally     have     a     valid     plan     site     plan     for     my     property,     it     is     necessary     to     reconcile     that     settlement, 
 with     the  entire  ordinance,     contradicting     city     enforcemenmt     treatements,     as     well     as     the     decisions 
 on     the     matter     to     date     in     order     to     achieve     a     single     uniform,     repeatable     and     trustworthy     outcome. 

 Demonstrate     the     Use     Meets     Pre     Existing     Non     Conforming     Status: 
 Per     the     evidence     provided,     please     find     that     the     use     of     parking     on     the     easement     and     to     the     south 
 of     the     barn     constitutes     a     pre     existing     non     conforming     use     that     has     not     ceased     for     a     period     of     one 
 year     and     therefore     may     be     resumed. 

 The     city     has     a     policy  6  that     controls  all  non     conformities.     It     states:      “Due     to     concerns     about     the 
 availability     of     information/records     prior     to     1973,     any     nonconformity     that     meets     the     following 
 criteria     will     be     considered     a     pre-existing     nonconformity:” 

 1)     May     have     been     subject     to     obtaining     zoning     permits     prior     to     April     26,     1973; 
 ●  See     the     1968     Permit     to     Repair     “Cars     and     Junk     Cars”.  7 

 2)     Can     be     documented     to     have     existed     prior     to     that     date; 
 ●  See     the     timeline.  https://time.graphics/line/537014  The     use     of     car     repair,     parking,     and 

 ingress     and     egress     all     existed     both     to     the     north     and     south     of     the     driveway     prior     to     1973  8  . 
 ●  Additionally,     when     the     easement     was     created     in     1983,     the     applicable     ordinance     contained 

 an     addendum  9  for     uses     to     be     enlarged     across     boundaries     when     adjacent     properties     are 
 owned     by     the     same     person.     The     easement     is     documented  10  to     have     been     created     and 
 be     used     for     parking     prior     the     applicable     provision     being     removed     from     the     ordinance. 

 3)     Has     continuously     existed     thereafter; 
 ●  Multiple     affidavits     and     pictures     demonstrate     this     is     true.  11  City     staff     have     also     noted     this 

 to     be     true.     Contrary     to     what     the     city     has     represented     in     its     testimony,     the     March     2013 
 photo     of     the     Gravel     Maintenance     does     confirm     a     disturbance     in     the     SPA     for     at     least     one 
 car     prior     to     the     maintenance     occuring.     The     parking     area     is     plainly     visible.     Please     see     the 
 timeline     which     visually     represents     the     mass     of     the     evidence.     The     Statement     of     Historical 
 Usage     by     Mr.     Leclair     discusses     the     easment     and     its     purpose     of     parking. 

 4)     Has     no     City     or     other     germane     record     to     the     contrary. 
 ●  One     neighbor     amongst      many     neighbors     has     claimed     no     parking     occured     in     this     area     for 

 a     period     of     19     months,     from     July     2012     until     May     2014.     The     below     3     bullets     demonstrate 
 the     complaining     neighbors     claim     of     a     19     month     discontinuance     does     not     stand     on     its     own 

 11  See     attachments     5     and     8     -     All     pictures     and     affidavits     are     relevant 
 10  See     Attachment     10     -     Statement     of     Historical     Usage     -     Last     2     paragraphs 
 9  See     Attachement     9      -     Addendum     Provision 
 8  See     Attachment     8     -     These     affidavits     address     the     1960s     -     Brodeur,     Demag,     Hartnett,     Lavalley     affidavits 
 7  See     Attachment     7     -     The     1968     Permit     Log 
 6  See     Attachment     6     -     City     Policy     on     Non     Conformities 

https://time.graphics/line/537014


 merits     nor     meet     the     discontinuance     standards     of     pre     existing     non     conformities.     Because 
 this     testimony     does     not     achieve     the     minimum     discontinuance     interval     it     should     not     be 
 considered     a     germane     record     to     the     contrary. 

 ○  The     August     2011     Google     Street  12  photo     shows     a     car     on     the     SPA     and     easement. 
 ○  The     Cleary     photo     of     the     SPA     on     March     7,     2013  13  ,     on     the     same     day     of     but     prior     to 

 gravel     maintenance     in     the     SPA     shows     the     disturbance     of     at     least     one     spot.      This 
 disturbance     is     consistent     to     the     8/2011     Google     Photo. 

 ○  The     July     28th     2013     video  14  of     a     blue     car     to     the     south     of     the     driveway,     within     2 
 weeks     of     closing     on     164     North     Willard.     This     movie     demonstrates     the     continuity     of 
 the     historical     knowledge     and     use     transferred     from     previous     owner     to     current 
 owner. 

 Other     Related     Topics     to     Request     1 
 It     should     not     be     unusual     to     seek     a     determination     request     on     another’s     property     when     an 
 easement     exists.     Determinations     are     exercises     in     if     the     evidence     available     meets     the     standards 
 of     the     city     policy.     Non     Conformity     determinations     should     not     be     treated     any     differently     by     city 
 staff     based     on     who     requests     the     determination     or     where     the     non     conforming     use     exists     or     by 
 any     individual’s     intention     surrounding     the     non     conformity. 

 During     a     May     21,     2019,     subsequent     DRB     hearing,     Principal     Planner     Gustin     has     written     in     his 
 staff     report     the     use     may     have     been     discontinued     in     2016.     I     remind     the     City     Staff     that     there     was     a 
 court     order  15  to     not     use     the     SPA     for     cars     in     place     for     that     entire     summer     causing     vegetation     to 
 encroach     more     than     usual.     The     order     states     my     property     rights     not     be     harmed     from     its 
 issuance. 

 There     is     a     previous     permit     that     was     withdrawn     about     a     pre     existing     non     conforming     gravel 
 structure     to     the     south     of     the     barn     which     Mr     Gustin     administered.     But     there     is     no     permit     or 
 decision     about     uses     to     the     south     of     the     barn     or     on     the     eaement.     Uses     and     structures     are     distinct 
 concepts     in     our     ordinance.     The     2’     strip     has     a     decision     about     its     use     and     a     subsequent     seperate 
 decision     about     its     structure     (appeal     was     withdrawn     as     part     of     a     settlement).     The     enforcement 
 action     that     began     this     entire     process     back     in     2014     was     about     a     use.      I     respectfully     request 
 Principal     Planner     Gustin     to     apply     the     methodology     used     by     Jeanne     Frances     and     Kim     Sturtevant, 
 across     the     rest     of     the     parking     use     in     order     to     achieve     fair,     equitable     and     repeatable     outcomes     by 
 enforcement     of     the     ordinance.      Mr     Gusting     indicated     he     is     unwilling     to     use     their     methodology.  16  If 
 Mr.     Gustin     is     unwilling     to     apply     the     previous     methodology     (a     use     violation),     then     what     is     the 
 correct     methodology,     and     why     did     the     city     choose     to     enforce     an     outcome     arising     from     a     flawed 
 enforcement     process? 

 Importance     of     the     Entirety: 

 16  See     attachment     12     -     Scott     Gustin     Permit     Comment 
 15  See     Attachment     11     -     Court     Order     preventing     vehicle     use 
 14  Attached     to     ZP21-560     as     “Purvis     Car     Video.MP4” 

 13  See     Attachment     5,     specifically     The     March     2013     Photo     from     the     Cleary’s     show’s     a     disturbance     of     at     least 
 one     spot     immediately     prior     to     gravel     being     re     applied 

 12  See     Attachment     5,     specifically     the     Aug     2011     Car     on     SPA     and     easement 



 When     pre     existing     non     conformities     can     be     enlarged,     an     affirmative     response     to     Request     2     is     the 
 only     way     to     ensure     an     implementation     of     the     ordinance     is     fair     and     respects     the     ability     for 
 enlargement.     We     all     are     familiar     with     the     expression     “Can’t     see     the     forest     for     trees”.     To     date,     that 
 is     what     has     occurred.     The     city,     has     focussed     too     narrowly     on     a     single     piece     of     a     non     conformity 
 instead     of     the     entire     non     conformity.     This     has     left     2     of     3     parcels     underlying     the     parking     use 
 without     a     controlling     decision     documenting     the     nature     of     the     non     conformity     and     preventing 
 resumption     of     the     use. 

 Throughout     the     8     years     of     litigation,     I     have     notified     the     city     staff     that     their     enforcement     only 
 represented     a     portion     of     the     non     conforming     use.  17  The     overwhelming     pictures,     evidence,     and 
 testimony     from     the     complaining     party     demonstrates     the     use     never     ceased.     At     what     point     does 
 the     city     have     a     responsibility     to     update     and     ensure     their     enforcement     represents     the     actual 
 object     the     city     desires     to     enforce? 

 The     city     has     invested     much     litgation     effort     to     hold     me     accountable     to     permit     I     was     not     party     to  18  . 
 If     the     city     truely     believed     the     parking     on     the     easement     was     dissallowed     by     this     earlier     permit, 
 shouldn't’     a     code     enforcement     violation     have     been     issued     on     the     easement     to     ensure 
 enforcement     of     the     ordinance     aligned     with     the     city     actions?      Why     should     I     need     to     go     through     the 
 considerable     hassle     and     expense     of     removing     gravel     above     the     electrical     line     to     my     barn,     while 
 the     contiguous     compacted     gravel     goes     unenforced     on     my     neighbor’s     property?     The     city’s     own 
 actions     are     self     contradicting     in     a     manner     that     acutely     and     negatively     impacts     my     lot     alone. 

 In     logic,     when     parts     of     the     whole     are     distinct,     the     sum     of     the     parts     will     always     equal     the     whole. 
 However,     if     those     parts     are  related  ,     summarizing     the     total     within     each     part     will  never  equal     the 
 whole.     Framed     like     the     determination     request     in     front     of     us,      if     the     ordinance     prevented     the 
 easement     from     ever     containing     legal     car     parking,     then     a     decision     on     the     use     of     each     individual 
 parcel     within     the     SPA     use     would     always     achieve     the     same     outcome     as     a     decision     about     the 
 entirety     of     the     use     on     the     SPA.     However,     under     this     ordinance     addendum,  19  non     conforming 
 uses     can     be     enlarged.     The     easement     can     contain     an     enlarged     non     conforming     use     per     the 
 ordinance.     Therefore,     the     parcels     underlying     the     SPA     are     related     and  not  distinct.     The     easement 
 use,     and     all     uses     falling     under     this     provision,     will     not     be     accurately     assessed     if     only     a     single 
 parcel     of     the     use     has     been     determined     to     be     a     violation. 

 The     Bianci     provision  20  ,     which     was     applied     to     the     2’     strip     of     the     SPA,     specifically     allows     for     pre 
 existing     non     conformities     to     be     granted     “consideration     and     allowances”     not     afforded     to     bianci 
 violations.     I     request     the     City     grant     this     enlarged     non     conforming     use     the     consideration     and 
 allowances     of     being     assessed     in     its     entirety;     because     of     the     city’s     stated     interest     of     fairly 
 enforcing     its     ordinance. 

 20  See     Attachment     15     -     Bianci     Provision      i 
 19  See     Attachment     9     -     Addendum     Provision 
 18  See     Attachment     3     -     158     North     Willard     Fence     and     Deck     Permit 

 17  See     Attachment     13,     A     site     plane     with     a     settlement     offer     prior     to     mediation     in     2016 
 See     Attachment     14,      A     site     plan     submitted     per     a     DRB     request     on     5/21/19. 



 Further,     recognizing     the     non     conformity     in     its     entirety     instead     of     as     its     pieces     will     minimize 
 precision     errors     in     city     enforcement.     We     all     know     weeds     and     vegetation     encroach     in     gravel 
 starting     from     the     edges.     In     this     non     conforming     use,     the     edges     of     the     parking     area     includes     both 
 the     easement     and     the     area     to     the     south     of     the     barn.     Principal     Planners     regularly     cite     “the     green 
 ness’”     characteristic     from     ortho     photos     as     a     surrogate     data     point     to     demonstrate     the     lack     of 
 continuity     of     a     parking     use.      It     is     perfectly     reasonable     that     these     edges     would     be     more     green 
 than     the     2’     stip     within     the     SPA.     If     the     green     is     assessed     from     within     the     smallest     possible     distinct 
 zoning     unit,     without     context     to     its     surroundings,     the     fundamental     characteristic     of     an     an     edge     is 
 lost     and     no     longer     inherent.     A     greener     edge     of     a     parking     area,     without     context     from     the     entirety, 
 would     inappropriately     be     a     candidate     for     discontinuance     when     reviewing     orthophotos. 

 Request     3: 
 Please     require     my     site     plan     be     included     in     the     conditions     of     approval     to     ZP21-     275     so     that     the 
 city     and     all     interested     parties     to     this     permit     may     be     aware     of     the     relevant     characteristics     of     my 
 lot. 

 Upon     signing     the     settlement,     Mr.     Gustin     and     I     moved     to     approving     the     fence     permit.     Mr.     Gustin 
 asked     for     additional     information     as     per     the     settlement     to     show     the     lot     coverage     was     not 
 expanding.     I     provided     the     additional     detail     with     expectation     it     would     be     used     to     supplement     the 
 site     plan.     The     supplementary     document     was     used     in     the     conditions     of     approval  instead  of     my 
 site     plan.     Fence     permits     require     site     plans     for     approval.     The     supplementary     document     does     not 
 contain     an     assertion     that     existed     in     my     site     plan     which     indicated     compacted     gravel     exists     in     the 
 portions     of     the     SPA     in     front     of     you     today.     By     using     the     supplementary     document     in     place     of     my 
 site     plan     in     the     codnitions     for     approval,     the     Principal     Planer     Gustin     has     changed     intent     behind     my 
 site     plan.     The     same     complaining     neighbor     is     writing     letters     in     response     to     these     permits 
 accusing     me     of     bad     faith     because     of     the     miss     representation.      Mr.     Gustin     has     disregarded     my 
 request     to     use     the     document     I     titled     as     “site     plan”     within     the     approval.     He     believes     I     am     trying     to 
 seek     a     back     door     approval     which     I     am     not.     Mr     Gustin     needs     to     administer     permits     without 
 misrepresenting     my     site     plan     or     intent     behind     it. 

 Conclusion: 
 The     evidence     demonstrates     the     parking     use     at     the     164     Property     to     the     south     of     the     driveway 
 and     barn     predates     the     relevant     ordinance     and     therefore     should     be     treated     like     a     pre     existing     non 
 conformity.     To     date,     it     has     not     been.     Zoning     enforcement     sometimes     is     not     as     precise     as     we     all 
 would     hope.     Mistakes     can     be     made,     but     city     made     mistakes     should     be     corrected,     not     paved 
 over     to     cause     later     harm     to     unsuspecting     property     owners.     The     record     demonstrates     that 
 enforcing     my     non     conforming     parking     in     its     piecemeal     form     instead     of     in     its     entirety     has 
 contributed     to     the     self     contradicting     decisions     and     and     inconsistent     application     of     the     ordinance. 
 The     entire     ordinance     has     not     been     enforced     leaving     my     propert     without     the     protective     provision 
 within     the     ordinance.     There     are     repeated     patterns     of     miss     representation,     poor     quality     work 
 product,     withholding     of     relevant     evidence     to     better     achieve     desired     outcomes,     and     overly 
 agressive     litigation     are     evident     throughout     the     decisions     to     date.     These     actions     and     patterns 
 have     created     significant     mishandling     in     the     enforcement     by     painting     this     use     as     a     violation 
 instead     of     a     pre     existing     non     conformity. 



 When     city     staff     ignore     submitted     site     plans     for     over     8     years,     their     own     actions     create     inefficient, 
 long     lasting     sequential     litigation     where     enforcement     never     respects     or     acknowledges     the     entire 
 non     conformity.     I     defend     these     interestes     vigorously     because     these     truths     are     relevant     while 
 sharing     our     neighborhood     with     the     complaining     neighbor.     These     interests     are     vitally     important     so 
 that     city     staff     may     improve     their     processes     and     implement     the     ordinance     to     the     betterment     of     all 
 residents. 

 I     am     not     here     in     front     of     you     saying     a     violation     was     handled     unfairly.     I     am     here     saying     a  legal  pre 
 existing     non     conforming     use     has     been     miss     represented     as     a     violation.     Please     extend     the 
 incomplete     enforcement     to     completion     and     issue     determinations     on     the     remaining     SPA     usage 
 and     the     entirety     of     SPA     usage     so     that     we     may     better     integrate     the     Settlement     achieved     with 
 Head     City     Attorney     Dan     Richardson     with  all  the     evidence     at     our     disposal     and     the  entire 
 ordinance.     Thie     request     will     create     a     fair,     uniform     and     holistic     outcome     for     the     entire     non 
 conformity,     not     just     a     piece     of     it.     Achieving     a     valid     site     plan     is     of     critifcal     zoning     importance     to     my 
 property     and     the     well     being     of     my     family.      We     desire     peace     from     never     ending     zoning     litigation 
 arising     from     biased     complaints     and     errors     in     zoning     enforcement. 

 Thank     you, 
 Sincerely, 
 Luke     Purvis     and     Christina     Lauterbach 



 164     166     North     Willard     Site     Plan     –     Submitted     9/2/22     for     Determination 

 This     site     plan     includes     in     Blue     the     constructed     coverage     elements     agreed     up     in     the     site     plan     with     Head     City     Attorney     Dan     Richardson.     The     yellor 

 lines     show     the     expected     turn     around     behavior     of     cars     into     a     dedicated     area     for     ingress     and     egress     by     vehicles.     Per     the     settlement     an     updated     site 

 plan     will     submitted     after     the     settlement     work     is     completed.     Final     dimensions     will     be     provided     then. 

 The     orange     boundary     shows     the     easement     which     is     owned     by     158     North     Willard.     The     easement     is     and     has     been     entirely     fenced     into     164     North 

 Willard     Lot     since     its     creation     but     for     a     brief     period     when     current     158     North     Wilard     began     removing     portions     of     the     fence.     164     North     Willard     is     the 

 dominant     tenant     rights     holder.     The     yellow     rectangle     is     a     parcel     that     in     1968     was     transferred     from     158     North     Willard     to     164     North     Willard 

 The     red     shows     the     compacted     gravel     that     has     been     part     of     the     SPA     use,     but     not     included     in     the     enforcement     to     date. 
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VERMONT SUPERIOR COURT
Environmental Division
32 Cherry St, 2nd Floor, Suite 303,
Burlington, VT 05401
802—951—1740

www.vermontjudiciary.org

Docket No. 88—7—19 Vtec

Purvis North Willard Street l

ENTRY REGARDINGMOTION
Title: Moon in Limine Motion in Limine (Motion: 2)
Filer: Hans G. Huessy, attorney for Appellant Luke Purvis

Filed Date: November 19, 2020

Response in Opposition to Appellant’s Motion in Limine filed on November 30, 2020, by
Kimberlee J. Sturtevant, attorney for the City of Burlington.

Reply in Support of Appellant’s Motion in Limine filed on December-1, 2020, by Hans G. Huessy,
attorney for Appellant Luke Purvis.

The motion is DENIED.

Appellant Luke Purvis (”Applicant”) appeals a June 28, 2019 decision of the City of
Burlington Development Review Board (”DRB”) determining that a three-unit dwelling and
associated parking areasl on Applicant’s property could not be recognized as lawful preexisting
nonconforming uses or unenforceable zoning violations? Presently before the Court is

Applicant’s motion in limine to address the scope of the issues for trial and establish whether the
Court will hear evidence as to Appellant’s right to use the ”south parking area” or ”easement
area” (”Disputed Area” or ”DA”) to the south of Appellant’s driveway. The City of Burlington
(”City”) contends that Appellant is precluded from introducing evidence regarding the use of the
DA.

1 The associated parking areas include one north and one to the south of the driveway.
2 Applicant owns property located at 164 North Willard Street in Burlington, Vermont and appeals the DRB decision
for the purpose of identifying an unpermitted triplex and two unpermitted parking areas on his property as lawful
preexisting nonconformities, or, in the alternative, as zoning violations which cannot be prosecuted due to the 15-
year statute of limitations set forth in 24 V.S.A. § 4454(3).
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Applicant is represented by Hans G. Huessy, Esq. The City of Burlington is participating as

an interested person in this matter and is represented by Kimberlee J. Sturtevant, Esq.

Discussion

Currently before the Court is Applicant’s motion in limine to include evidence addressing
Applicant’s right to use the DA and that Applicant’s use was not discontinued. Applicant seeks
to present evidence that the DA is a preexisting nonconforming use, or, in the alternative, that
the use was approved in the prior owner's 1968 permit. These issues are raised in Question 3 of

Applicant’s Statement of Questions, which asks: ”Did the [DRB] err in determining that
Appellant’s property does not have a parking area located to the south of the paved driveway?”
See Appellants Statement of Questions at 1, filed Aug. 12, 2019.

Applicant argues that claim preclusion does not bar discussion of whether the DA was a

preexisting nonconforming use because the August 23, 2016 settlement agreement3 preserves
all ”arguments and contentions . . . in the event of subsequent litigation concerning permits
and/or violations of nonconformance.” See Purvis Nonconforming Use, No. 45-5-15 Vtec. slip op.
at 1—2 (Vt. Super. Ct. Envtl. Div. Sept. 26, 2016) (Durkin, J.) (addressing the settlement
agreement). Applicant also contends that because the 2015 DRB decision in Ms
Nonconforming Use did not disclose the 1968 permit until after the DRB’s decision and 2016
settlement agreement was executed, claim preclusion should not apply. As a final point,
Applicants assert that the City is barred from asserting the defense of collateral estoppel or res

judicata at trial as the City failed to raise the issue in a responsive pleading or move to strike or
dismiss Applicant’s Questions addressing the DA.

The City counters that issues concerning the DA have already been addressed though
prior litigation and nal permit decisions including a 2011 zoning permit identifying the DA areas
as green space, the final 2015 DRB decision, and the Vermont Supreme Court decision in the prior
litigation. In re Purvis Nonconforming Use, 2019 VT 60. The City also argues that they are not

precluded from raising issues regarding Applicant’s Statement of Questions prior to or during a

de novo hearing.

I. Whether the City is barred from asserting claim preclusion when the City did not
move to strike or dismiss Question 3 of Applicant’s Statement of Questions.

Applicant argues that, pursuant to V.R.C.P. 8(c), the City waived the affirmative defense
of res judicata or claim preclusion.‘ Merrilees v. Treasurer 159 Vt. 623, 623 (1992) (mem.)

3 A settlement agreement was reached and the Court issued a stipulated order in Purvis Nonconforming Use, Docket
No. 45-5-15 Vtec. dismissing the matter without prejudice and noting that the underlying Burlington Development
Review Board decision shall become enforceable. See Purvis Nonconforming Use, No. 45-5-15 Vtec. slip op. at 1 (Vt.
Super. Ct. Envtl. Div. Sept. 26, 2016) (Durkin, 1.); see also |n re Purvis Nonconforming Use No. ZP1 5-O797AP, Findings
of Fact at 1—3 (Burlington Dev. Rev. Bd. Apr. 24, 2015).
4 The waiver rule is premised on the necessity to provide notice to all parties regarding the issues on appeal.
Merrilees v. Treasurer 159 Vt. 623, 623 (1992) (mem.). ln accordance with this, the Vermont Supreme Court has

accordingly permitted exceptions to this general rule where "notice considerations are not implicated.” .
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(noting that res judicata is an affirmative defense). The City argues V R E C P 5(f) requires that
”[n]o response to the statement of questions shall be filed” and therefore the City did not waive
claim preclusion. We agree.

The Vermont Supreme Court has held that claim preclusion, a principal barring the
relitigation of claims already determined between parties, ”operates with more flexibility when
applied to municipal zoning decisions than to civil decisions." In re Ferro & Pomerov
DemoZConst. Permit, No. 197-10-09 Vtec, slip op. at 5 (Vt. Super. Ct. Envtl. Div. Nov. 22, 2011)
(Durkin, J.) (citing In re Dunkin Donuts Site Plan Amendment Application, 2004 VT 123, 1111 10-
11); see generally Faulkner v. Caledonia County Fair Assoc., 2004 VT 123, 1H] 8—10, 178 Vt. 51.
Indeed, within the Environmental Division claim preclusion ”does not apply to administrative
proceedings as an inexible rule of law.” In re Carrier, 155 Vt. 152, 157 (1990). Although the
principles of claim preclusion ”generally apply in zoning cases as in other areas of the law," the
doctrine of finality under 24 V.S.A. § 4472(d) is a distinct set of preclusive rules developed
specifically for zoning proceedings of this nature. In re Application of Lathrop Ltd Partnership,
2015 VT 49, 1] 59; In re Wells Accessory Bldg. Application, No. 177-12-14 Vtec, slip op. at 3 (Vt.
Super. Ct. Envtl. Div. Aug. 11, 2015) (Durkin, J.).

Finality provides an exclusive remedy for contesting a zoning act or decision which
requires that ”all interested parties be bound by [the act or decision] . . . and shall not thereafter
contest, either directly or indirectly the decision or act” in any subsequent proceeding. 24 V.S.A.
§ 4472(d); In re Ashline 2003 VT 30, 111] 8—11, 175 Vt. 203. Given the flexibility of claim
preclusion, the role of § 4472 in barring collateral attack on the 2015 DRB and subsequent 2019
Supreme Court decisions, and the plain language of V.R.C.P. 5(f), which requires that ”no
response be filed,” we see no basis for barring the City from asserting claim preclusion. Therefore,
the City is not barred from asserting these defenses at trial.

ll. Whether Applicant is precluded by the 2011 Zoning Permit No. 12-0277CA from
asserting that the south parking lot was included as part of the 1968 permit.

The City contends that use of the DA for parking constitutes a collateral attack, pursuant
to 24 V.S.A. § 4472(d), on a final 2011 zoning permit issued to owners of an adjacent property at
158 North Willard Street, which identifies the DA, or easement area, as ”green space.” See
Appellee City of Burlington’s Exhibit 1, filed Nov. 20, 2020 (including Zoning Permit 12-0277CA,
which sought the addition of a wooden deck). Applicant counters that neither Applicant nor his

predecessor in interest sought interested person status as a party to that permit application,
received notice, or sought to challenge the permit’s purpose to add a deck.

Generally, a failure to timely appeal decisions such as the cited the zoning permit approval
here ”binds all interested parties to the determinations made therein.” 24 V.S.A. § 4472(d); In_rg
Banyai Variance, No. 53-5-18 Vtec, slip op at 6 (Vt. Super. Ct. Envtl. Div. Ian. 04, 2019) (Walsh, J.).
The Vermont Supreme Court, however, has shown a clear reluctance to apply § 4472(d) broadly
in circumstances involving neighbors’ failure to appeal a zoning decision where there is little or
inadequate notice or participation. In re Burns Two-Unit Residential Bldg, 2016 VT 63, 1] 14, 202
Vt. 234 (2016) (noting that a neighbor’s failure to appeal where neighbors had little or no means
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of gaining notice raises due process concerns); see also In re Fairchild, 159 Vt. 125, 131 (1992).
This case mirrors the concerns expressed in Burns Two-Unit Residential Bldg. Namely, where
there exist few means of receiving adequate notice and neither Applicant nor his predecessor in
interest entered an appearance or were joined as an interested party to participate. See Alpine
Haven Prop. Owners Ass'n, lnc. v. Deptula, 2003 VT 51, 1] 14, 175 Vt. 559 (2003) (noting that a
homeowner was a ”party in a prior action; thus the privity requirement [of collateral estoppel] is

satisfied”).

Moreover, the City has made no showing that Applicant constituted an interested party,
pursuant to 24 V.S.A. § 4465(b)(3), or that proper notice given. Pursuant to 24 V.S.A.
§ 4465(b)(3), an interested party is an individual that owns or occupies property in the immediate
neighborhood of the subject property and ”who can demonstrate a physical or environmental
impact on the person's interest under the criteria reviewed, and who alleges that the decision or
act, if confirmed, will not be in accord with the policies, purposes, or terms of the plan or bylaw
of that municipality.” While Applicant is a neighbor who currently owns adjacent property, the
City has made no showing that Applicant’s interests were impacted. For these reasons, we
conclude that Applicant is not collaterally estopped from arguing that the portion of the DA that
is located on the neighboring property is a preexisting nonconforming use due to the issuance of
a 2011 zoning permit No. 12-0277CA that refers to the DA as a ”green space.”

III. Whether Applicant is precluded by the 2019 Vermont Supreme Court decision from
asserting that south parking lot was a preexisting nonconforming use.

Applicant further argues that neither the 2015 DRB decision nor the 2019 Supreme Court
decision addressed whether the DA was a (1) pre-existing non-conforming use or (2) was part of
the '68 Permit that allowed the prior owner to work on cars and junk cars on the property.
Applicant claims that the sole argument presented to the DRB in the prior litigation was that the
DA was a Bianchi violation, and therefore the issues of whether the DA is a preexisting
nonconforming use or as an implied component of the 1968 permit are not barred. In addition,
Applicant argues he and the City expressly agreed in the settlement agreement that claim
preclusion would not bar future litigation of any issue not resolved by the 2015 DRB decision.
The City counters that the 2019 Decision precludes this subsequent, collateral review of the DA.

Here, the 1968 permit was not disclosed until after the settlement agreement and the
2015 DRB decision. While this issue could not be litigated in the 2015 DRB proceeding, it was
raised before the Environmental Division and the Vermont Supreme Court in the subsequent
litigation. Applicant identified the 1968 permit and moved for relief from the September 26,
2016 Stipulated Order over one year later in March of 2018. See ln re Purvis No. 45-5-15 Vtec,
slip op. at 1—4 (Vt. Super. Ct. Envtl. Div. Sept. 25, 2018) (Durkin, 1.); see also In re Purvis, No. 45-
5-15 Vtec, slip op. at 1—3 (Vt. Super. Ct. Envtl. Div. Jan. 15, 2018) (Durkin, J.) (addressing
Applicant’s motion to reconsider). In the motion Applicant argued that new evidence provided
further grounds for extending the August deadline recorded in the Stipulated Order. M. at 3—4

(discussing newly discovered evidence and denying Applicant’s motion for relief as untimely); see
also In re Purvis Nonconforming Use, 2019 VT 60, 1H] 5—11 (upholding the Environmental
Division’s decision). In both the Environmental Division’s Entry Order and Supreme Court
E1119! RegardingMotion Page 4 of5.
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Decision concerning the motion for relief, the settlement agreement and newly discovered
evidence, the 1968 permit, were before the Court.

The Supreme Court addressed the new evidence, stating that ”[Applicant argues that] the
late disclosed 1968 permit supports an inference that the parking area should be treated as a

grandfathered structure rather than as a noncompliant structure that has remained in place for
fifteen years.” ln re Purvis Nonconforming Ug, 2019 VT 1H] 10—13 (noting that the Applicant
contends ”this distinction is important because as a grandfathered use, it would not be
considered abandoned if not used for only sixty days; it would only be considered abandoned
after one or two years of non-use”). Upon consideration of this evidence, the Supreme Court
concluded that the Stipulated Order was a final judgement such that there were no ”outstanding
issues to be decided” and the new evidence was untimely under V.R.C.P. 60(b). . (citing Russell
v. Russell, 157 Vt. 295, 301 (1991)). The scope of the 2019 Decision and this Court’s Entry Order
both considered whether the new evidence justifies reopening that litigation and concluded that
it did not. See In re Purvis, No. 45-5-15 Vtec, slip op. at 3 (Jan. 25, 2019); In re Purvis

Nonconforming Use, 2019 VT 1H] 10-13. Given this ruling, this Court is bound by precedent,
which precludes Applicant from raising issues and introducing evidence denied as untimely by
the 2019 Supreme Court Decision.

Conclusion

For the reasons stated above, we DENY Applicant’s motion in limine. Therefore, this
Court concludes that Applicant is precluded from introducing evidence regarding the prior use
and permitting of the DA.

So Ordered.

Electr nically signed on December 8, 2020 at Newfane, Vermont, pursuant to V.R.E.F. 7(d).

(vim.
Thomas g. Durkin, Superior Judge
Environmental Division
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Below is most of the photographic evidence of the use of the easement and a portion of the 1968 parcel 
to the south of the barn. There is code enforcement “research”. Lots of the photos are from iPhones, 
spaced a year apart. I’ve tried to call out some physical attributes in the photos to demonstrate the 
passage of time (usually 1 year between each).  The photos show the structure and continuous nature of 
legally pre-existing non-conforming use by cars of this area. 

 

2014 Code Enforcement Notes: Jeanne Francis: Scott any thoughts about this? Seems pretty clear she 
assessed the 15 year SOL of the gravel structure to the south of the driveway and concluded it had 
existed for at least 15 years. How can she write this note but say to remove the structure at the same 
time? She seems like she was confused. Could you or Kim Sturtevant – since she participated in DRB1 
provide a reason as to why the city suppressed this? Please, for the integrity of your office. Please stop 
ignoring the notes previous city staff that don’t suit your aggressive and antagonistic attempts to end 
non conformities. 
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June 2021:   -The Blue truck remained in this position from around December 2020 until May 2022, 
when I towed it as part of the settlement agreement. The front of the truck is on the rectangular parcel 
from 1968 beyond the easement. 

    

April 2021: Gravel brown structure. Easter Photos. 

 

  



October 2020: This one is not great…but shows how this area collects a lot of leaves and the gravel (not 
lawn) under the leaves. The rear of the truck is backed beyond the easement onto the 1968 rectangular 
parcel of land. 

 

April 2020: This is a still from a video. Gravel between 2 cars visible which corresponds to the gravel in 
the 10/2020 photo with leaves above. 

 



 

April 2019:  The white rain barrel is visible now to collect rain from the barn. And the 6x6 beams. The 
front of the truck is beyond the easement and onto the 1968 rectangular parcel. 

 

 

 

 

 

April 2018: Bathtub still there. lol. Fence color is weathered from 2017 photo. 

 

 

 



 

2018 Ortho: - From 5/21/19 DRB Documentation. Notice the pale green of the surrounding perennial 
lawns from adjacent properties. Notice the green on front lawn of 164 North Willard. Compare the lack 
of green in the gravel structures in to the south of driveway and north of driveway to use as baseline. 

 

April 2017: Also the bathtub from a bathroom remodel that was permitted. Notice the fence is new. 

 



 

April 2016: Winter tires on. Notice the limbed tree is gone. 

 

May 2015: Notice the tree trunk that is limbed. 

 

 

 

 



April 2015: 1) Tree Removal along Dan’s Court.  2) Picture with snow. The snow hadn’t accumulated on 
the gravel yet. The tree truck trailer was backed onto the 1968 parcel to load the chunked logs. 

  

  



November 10 2014:  This is a focus of Jeanne’s photo she provided with her Decision letter. 

 

September 2014: Google Street view showing non green area to south of driveway. 

 

  



May 2014: This one is standing on the gravel to the south of the driveway and pointing camera NNE. The 
car has ropes because it was being used on the SPA structure to remove trees. I only mention because 
there are many vehicle uses on this gravel structure in addition to parking. 

 

 

April 2014: Photo I took to document maintenance of the structure footprint. 

 



 

2013 OrthoPhoto: - Scott this the same 2013 ortho the city has. Just focused on 164 North Willard. 
Gravel to south visible. Notice green perennial lawn in adjacent properties, especially the 158 North 
Willard back yard to south of easement fence. 

 

 

  



March 7, 2013: No gravel has been laid to south of driveway yet. Significantly, the pre-existing gravel 
structure is visible  on both the 2’ strip and easement before the maintenance occurred. Also, please 
notice all the trees that have since been removed which previously obstructed the view. These trees 
provided full privacy between the 158 and 164 North Willard property when leafed.  

 

March 2013 – The gravel maintenance to the south of the driveway has occurred. 

 

 

  



April 2012: Google Street View. Showing gravel to the south of driveway 11 months prior to the 3/7/13 
gravel Maintenance. 

 

2011 Orthophoto: Not Available –I was told the 2011 orthophoto was overexposed and so is not usable. 
That is why it is omitted. In its place, I submit a photo from google maps that show the use of a vehicles 
on the 2’ Strip structure.  Scott, feel free to add orthos here to supplement this data point. 

August 2011 – Car using structure. 8/2011 is during a period of time that Attorney Sturtevant used 
utility usage data that was near zero to make her triplex to duplex discontinuance argument. So for the 
google earth photo to capture an instant of usage during the period of the triplex discontinuance is very 
important to the permanency of the structure for Mr. Leclair.  

 

  



Estimate Spring 2007 – Estimation method explained below. 

 

 

This random photo was taken probably in spring 2007 and was found on Zillow and HomeSource 
webpages prior my purchase of 164 North Willard.  It shows use on the 2’ Gravel Strip Structure. 

I estimate this photo was taken in spring 2007 by:  

 In the upper left on North St, near Dan’s Court the red arrow is pointing at 398 North St. The city 
property database for this property has an entry that a fire occurred on 10/06/2006. 158 North 
Willard also has their deck build which is attributed to 2006. So this photo was most likely taken 
in spring 2007 before the 398 North St. roof was repaired and trees leafed out. Although it could 
have been taken later if the tarp roof lasted for more than a season. 

  



2004 Ortho: Code Enforcement Research not presented to any DRB. “Appears to be materials on south 
side….”. These notes were suppressed by the city as part of their manipulation of evidence to achieve an  

 

2004 Ortho: 

 

  



2004 Ortho: From 5/21/19 DRB Documentation: Notice gravel to the south of the driveway has clear 
contrast to surrounding lawn. The gravel on the easement is plainly visible, but the tree on the 1968 
parcel obscures its ground cover. 

 

 

2000 Ortho: Code Enforcement Notes not presented to any DRB. 

 



 

2000 Ortho: The eastern most car in the photo extends beyond the yellow line representing the 1968 
parcel. 

 

 

1999 Orhto: Code Enforcement Research not presented to any DRB. The note detected the ‘jog’, ie 
structure next to the driveway. “Consistent with 2000 and 2004 GIS.” 

  



1988 Ortho:  Gravel structure and a usage by vehicle to south of driveway is evident 

 

 

Mid 1980s: This photo is from Zeezy and Rabbi Raskin. The Raskin family owned 158 North Willard St in 
the mid-1980s (1985-1988 I believe). This photo is taken from 158 North Willard pointed towards the 
entrance for unit 3 at 164 North Willard. The gravel to the South of the Driveway is visible. Let me know 
if you need the email thread where this was attached for provenance. 

 



Deporlment of Permitting & lnspections
Zoning Division
ó45 Píne Street
Budington, W 05401
Telephone: (802) 8ó5-71 88

William Ward, Dirsctor
Scotl Gustin, AICP, CFM, Princlpal Planner

Mary O'Nell, AICP, Prlnctpal Planner
Ryan Motlson, Åssociale Planner

, Layne Darfler, Planning Technician
Alison Davis, Planning & Zoning Clerk

Ted Miles, Zoning Specialist
Charlene Oilon, Pemrllrlng & Inspectlons tldn¡inlstralor

,,

zgiYrNG ApMrNrsTBAIlyE JNrERPBSTArr,oli
Z LI 20 -02 Noncon formities

R,eference; BurlingÍon Comprehensive Development Ordinance, Article 5, Part 3: Nonconfonn¡ties

Date: January 15,2020

Pursuant to the authority granted to the Cify's Zoning Administrative Officer under 24 V.S.A. Section 4448,
and Article 3, Part I of the Burlington Comprehensive Developmenl Ordinance, the following administrative
interpretation is intended to ensure consistency and clarity in the interpretation and application of the
Burlington Comprehensíve Development Ordìnance. Pursuant to Sec. 2.3.5 of the Burlington Comprehensive
Development Ordinance any decision or act taken by the adminishative officer may be appealed to the
Development Review Board as specifìed under the requirements of Article 12.

The following policy is to be used in determining whether a lot, structure, or use is a legal
nonconformity (i.e. pre'existing nonconformity). Nonconformity is defined in Article 13

of the Comprehensive Development Ordinance. A pre-existing nonconformity is a lot,
structure, or use that was legal at the time it was creâted, built, or started but no longer
conforms to the ordinance. They were legal prior to a change in the ordinance.

Zoning permit records reaching back to 1973 arc available. Before that, only zoning board of
adjustment decisions are available and date back to the original 1947 adoption of zoning in
Burlington. The lack of zoning pennits prior to 1973 inhibits meeting the burden of proof as to
whether a nonconformity'was permitted prior to 1973.

Policy
Due to concerns about the availability of information/records prior to 1973, any nonconformity
that meets the following criteria will be considered a pre-existing nonconformity:

1) May have been subject to obtaining zoning permits prior to April 26, 1973;
2) Can be documented to have existed prior to that date;
3) Has continuously existed thereafter; and,
4) Has no City or other germane record to the contrary.

William'Ward, Director of & Inspections
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9/2/22, 2:10 PM 9-Addendum to 1973 CDO allowing Enlargement.png

https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/1CVqplp0CpOzmHk3ETfHkqs9G6UlQvHg5 1/1
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Statement of Historical Usage for 164 North Willard St

I, Hector J. Leclair, being duly sworn hereby state as follows:

History/Description:

I purchased 164 North Willard St., Burlington VT 05401 in April, 1966. 1 raised my family in this house.
This property served as my home office since the date ofpurchase until July 2013 when I sold the property.
In May, 1968, I purchased the rectangular parcel of land immediately to the south ofthe barn structure. In

August 1983, the 164 North Willard property gained benefit ofan exclusive easement over a north eastern
triangle of the property located at 158 North Willard Street Burlington Vt, 05401 . This triangle easement
adjoins the entire westerly edge of the rectangular parcel transferred in 1 968.

Usage:

Barn/Oarage - This structure never served to accommodate the parking needs ofthe property. It has always
been used as a shop. Its first use was as automotive shop to support mechanical and storage needs to

successfully own and drive the #59 stock car from the late 1 960s and through the 1 970s. After the stock car
operation outgrew the barn, the usage of the structure transitioned to support the storage and construction
needs of my real estate development businesses and the bam served those purposes until the property was
sold in 2013.

Parking - The north side ofthe driveway to the east ofthe house has been used for parking since purchasing
the property in 1 966 and to my knowledge before 1966. Beginning in the late-1960s, early-1 970s, I added
gravel to this lot at regular intervals to maintain the parking lot. Each time I added new gravel to the
parking area, I maintained the same footprint as foe previous area, and did not expand or change the
covered area. Most recently, I added gravel in 1996, 2005, and 2013. 1 have added gravel on this lot many
times since my ownership began as vegetation quickly encroaches on the parking area. This northeast lot is
able to park 4 vehicles and spans approximately 35 feet from east to west.

This property has always had high usage needs due to mechanics and contractors visiting the bam, business
associates meeting in my home office, and tenant parking. The north east lot was never able to
accommodate the offstreet parking needs of foe property. In 1983, an easement was created to address the
parking shortage. This easement was intended for and has been used as parking for 164 North Willard since
its creation. Up to 4 cars are able to park on this easement. I installed a metal fence and planted trees along
the easement line as part of this easement's creation. The metal fence stayed in existence, uninterrupted,
without complaint from owners of 1 58 North Willard as a boundary line until it was removed and replaced
by a wooden stockade fence in 2012, prior to the sale of 158 North Willard. I agreed to the replacement of
the metal fence line to wooden stockade because of the improvement to privacy. The wooden fence was
intended to be the boundary line replacement of foe metal fence. Maintenance of this easement area, since
its creation, included weeding, mowing, adding gravel and dirt as needed and snow removal, which 1
performed.

Finally, 1 parked trailered equipment on foe rectangular parcel that was transferred in 1968 as needed.

Dated at Burlington, Vermont this day ofAugust, 2014.

S

ljeetiir J. Leclair

STATE OF VERMONT

COUNTY OF CHITTENDEN

Subscribed and sworn to before me this Midday of August, 2014.
I

By:
JWotajy Public
fMvjBommission Expires: 2/10/2015
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State of Vermont

SUPERIOR COURT
ENVIRONMENTAL DIVISION

Docket No. 45-5-15 Vtec

Purvis Nonconforming Use

ENTRY REGARDING MOTION

Count 1, Municipal DRB Other (45-4-15 Vtec)

Title: Motion to Continue Trial (Motion 3)

Luke PurvisFiler:

Attorney: Nicole A. Killoran

Filed Date: May 13, 2016

Response in Opposition filed on 05/20/2016 by Joseph and Teresa Cleary, Interested Persons.Response filed on 05/23/2016 by Attorney Kimberlee J. Sturtevant for the City of Burlington.

The motion is GRANTED, With Conditions.

On May 18, 2016, this matter came on for a final pre-trial conference and hearing onAppellant Luke Purvis's motion to continue the trial. During the hearing, the parties advised theCourt that they may be able to agree on conditions that would allow for the trial to becontinued. The Court then directed the parties to complete their discussions, in private, aboutthose possible conditions and report to the Court prior to close of business on Friday, May 20th,of what terms they wish to suggest and whether they have reached an agreement.
The parties have reported to the Court that they were unable to reach agreement oninterim conditions by which Appellant Purvis's continuance motion could be granted. Inreviewing the parties' various proposed conditions, it appears to the Court that the suggestedconditions have many common points. Given that a continuance of the trial, now scheduled forJune 7th, would be an accommodation for Appellant and against the general wishes of hisneighbors, Joseph and Teresa Cleary, we hereby GRANT Appellant Purvis's continuance motion,subject to the following conditions:

1. The parties shall continue their settlement efforts while this matter is pending,including the use of an agreed-upon mediator, if the parties can agree upon themediator to be used, payment, and the timing of when mediation shall becompleted.

LLC
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Purvis Non-Conforming Use, No. 45-5-15 Vtec (EO on continuance motion) (05-23-2016) Page 2.

2. During this pre-trial period and while the parties' settlement efforts are on-going,
Appellant Purvis shall only park vehicles on the paved driveway portion of his
property. He shall refrain from using the easement area he currently enjoys to the
south of his driveway.

3. During this pre-trial period and while the parties' settlement efforts are on-going,
the City of Burlington shall defer its enforcement actions concerning the manner in
which Mr. Purvis or his invitees have parked vehicles on his property or the
easement area.

4. These terms represent interim, temporary measures that the Court hopes will
maintain the status quo between the parties and minimize the opportunity for
further conflict to develop. No party shall be prejudiced by these conditions, either
at the de novo trial of this appeal or in any other action.

5. If the parties reach an impasse in their settlement discussions prior to trial, any party
may request that the Court vacate this interim set of pre-trial conditions.

The trial currently scheduled for June 7, 2016 is hereby CONTINUED and will be
rescheduled for trial sometime after September 1, 2016. The parties are hereby directed to
advise the Court, in writing and no later than Friday, July 1, 2016, of their unavailable days for
trial during the months of September and October, 2016. This matter has already exceeded, as
of March 18, 2016, the anticipated deadline for timely disposition, per the Court's estimated
disposition guidelines. The Court therefore wishes to advise the parties to expect that no
further trial continuances will be granted.

So ordered.

Electronically signed on May 23, 2016 at Burlington, Vermont, pursuant to V.R.E.F. 7(d).

Thomas S. Durkin, Judge
Environmental Division

Notifications:

Nicole A. Killoran (ERN 5727), Attorney for Appellant Luke Purvis
Kimberlee J. Sturtevant (ERN 4778), Attorney for Interested Person City of Burlington
Interested Persons Joseph and Teresa Cleary



9/2/22, 2:10 PM 12 - Scott Gustin commented on Administrative Decision for Zoning Permit #ZP-22-389.png
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Bauer
¦¥ Gravel
Farnham

PARTNERS Daniel N. Farnham Thomas C. Nuovo Eric G. Parker Jonathan M. Stabbins

SENIOR COUNSEL Joseph P. Bauer John C. Gravel

ASSOCIATES Gregg M. Harris Nicole A. Killoran Harry C. Parker Megan R. Hodson

COLCHESTER 401 Water Tower Circle, Suite 101, Colchester.iVT 0544B

General Phone: 802.863.5538 ¦ Fa*: 802.864.7779

Real Estate Phone: 802.879.6323 ¦ Fa*: B02. 657.3566

MONTPELIER By Appointment Only - Phone 802.229.2000

Attorneys at Law

RULE 408 SETTLEMENT NEGOTIATIONS

July 5, 2016

Kimberlee Sturtevant, Esq.

Office of City Attorney & Corporation Counsel

149 Church St., Room 1 1

Burlington, VT 05401

Via email to: ksturtevant@burlingtonvt. gov

Re: 164 North Willard, Docket No. 45-1-15 Vtec - Settlement Proposal

!
Dear Kim:

This letter will set forth my client, Luke Purvis', settlement proposal for a global

settlement with regard to 164 North Willard, Burlington (the "Property"). For your reference to

aid in our discussions, enclosed is a site plan and calculation of square footage and lot coverage

for the Property. For reference, in the discussion below the "Southern Parking Area" refers to

the graveled area to the south of the driveway in the east end of the property, the "Northern

Parking Lot" refers to the graveled area to the north of the driveway in the east end of the

property, the "Bam" refers to the structure at the east end of the property, and the Triplex refers

to the multifamily residence at the west end of the property.

Mr. Purvis would like to dispose of the three violations thje City has alleged for the
Property: the Southern Parking Area (the subject of the above litigation), the Northern Parking

Area, and the Triplex. Mr. Purvis hopes that we may find commbn ground to address all alleged

violations, satisfy the City's desire to bring his Property into conformance, and allow him peace

ofmind to enjoy his Property without the threat of further enforcement actions. He would like to

try to reach agreement in writing initially. Ifwe are unable to agfee by that method, then he

would like to attempt mediation with Michael Marks.

Following are Mr. Purvis' initial proposal items:

1 . Northern Parking Area: Mr. Purvis will restore the Northern Parking Area to

green space and will not use it for parking.

2. Southern Parking Area: Mr. Purvis may keep the Southern Parking Area in its

current graveled footprint, and may lay new gravel from time to time in the same footprint.

Celebrating 40 Years of Service to Our Community

Colchester | Montpelier | North Hero www.vtlawofiices.com
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3. Parking: Mr. Purvis may park four (4) vehicles onjhis property, as follows: one

(1) vehicle in the Barn, and three (3) vehicles in the Southern Parking Area.

Triplex: Mr. Purvis will apply for a permit approving the use of his multifamily4.

residence as a triplex.

5. Coverage Offset: To offset the lot coverage represented by the Southern Parking

Area, Mr. Purvis will convert a portion of his asphalt driveway, up to the point where the

driveway widens in the east end of the property, to concrete strips.

6. Assurance of Conformance: The City ofBurlingtjon will agree that, as of the

date of any settlement agreement we reach for the Property, the Property will considered to be in

full conformity with the Burlington Code of Ordinances. This do^s not preclude future
enforcement actions should any future violations arise. But as to any alleged past violations, or

allegedly abandoned nonconformities, the parties will agree that njo additional enforcement

actions will take place.

Please advise if the City can agree to these items, or ifyop have a counterproposal. I
look forward to your response and am hopeful that we can reach i resolution of this matter that

will satisfy the City's, and my client's, needs. :

¦ Vesy truly yours,

lctole A. Killoran, Esq.

nkiHoran@vtlawofft ces.com

Joseph and Theresa Clearycc:

Enclosure

|
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Description Sq. Ft.Acres

House: 1465

Garage: 896

Driveway: 1593

Parking area (northern): 923

Parking area (southern): 383

A. Front steps and walk: 57

B. Front porch steps/landing to driveway: 17

C. Unit 3 steps/landing to driveway: 11

D. Rear steps and landing: 15

E. Fish pond concrete pad: 30

Total Sq. Ft. 5390

Lot (per assessor records) 80540.1849

Coverage calculation 66.92%



Scale: 1CM = 4’4”          
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Table of Constructed Elements Shown in the Site 

Plan 
Description Acres  SQFT 

      

Main     1465 

Barn     896 

Driveway     1593 

Parking Areas     

 Northern    710 

 Southern: No Easement Included   330 

A. Front steps and walk   57 

B. Front Porch Steps/landing to Driveway   17 

C Unit 3 Steps/Landing to driveway   11 

D. Rear steps and landing   15 

E. Fish pond concrete pad   30 

 Total SQFT    5124 

Lot (Assessor records)   0.1849 8054 

      

      

Coverage Calculation    0.636149 
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